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What is a computer lab?

Academic department or room full of computers?
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Are we still the Computer Laboratory?
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Abstract—Social networks contain a multitude of messages
that can be utilized to motivate learning. However, while
some messages may increase a learner’s motivation, other
messages could undermine it. How can we tell which is which?
Conceptual motivation models provide many answers, but how
to translate these models into a concrete programmatic imple-
mentation (required by e-Learning systems) is often unclear.
We approach the problem from a different angle, taking a data-
driven approach by (1) assembling a corpus of over 100,000
messages, and (2) applying machine learning methods to this
data to create a first-of-its-kind message motivation classifier.
The constructed corpus and classifier provide for a new
empirical way of studying text-based motivation, developing
new models, and empirically evaluating such models on a large-
scale.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE phrase “give a child the desire to learn and
any method will be good” (trans. Rousseau, 1762),

captures well the importance of motivation in learning.
The crucial role of motivation for learning has been well
recognized in the field of education and has a long history.
However, the problem of learning motivation is far from
solved, as pointed out by the widely popularized view of
Samuelson (2010), that “the larger cause of education failure
is almost unmentionable, which is lack of student motivation
to learn” [1]. Samuelson emphasizes, just as Rousseau did
in 1762, that without motivation even the best educational
methods will fail. The lack of motivation is even more
severe in e-Learning, since many of the traditional extrinsic
motivating factors are weakened [2].

The potential of e-Learning systems to motivate students
through messages was recognized early on, and has become
established as an essential functionality of any LMS [2].
A typical approach is to prepare messages in advance for
providing motivational support at times in the course when,
based on past experience, predictable motivational problems
may occur [3], e.g. “Were the contents of the lesson difficult?
Let’s review it again”.

The number and variety of motivational messages in an
LMS are typically limited, since each message needs to be
carefully handcrafted to suit the occasion [3]. The small
number of motivational messages constrains the settings in
which they could be applied, and the lack of variety may

Algebra is a part beautiful of math

You can postpone it at first but every serious 3D 
programmer probably has to grok a little algebra.

I showed that algebra test who;s boss! :D

My favorite class is next :) but in algebra irritated.

Dear you, I heard you're good in algebra.  Sincerely,
can you replace my 'x' without asking 'y'?

Spent a few hours watching @khanacademy Linear
Algebra videos.  @MITOCW can move over in this case.

Just finished a good Hour of Algebra 2 HW :D … 
Now I don't have to worry about it.

Figure 1. A sample of motivational messages extracted by the model
for “algebra” (usernames are blurred to preserve privacy). Available at:
http://MotivationFinder.ActiveIntelligence.org

make them non-inspirational for some learners. To address
these limitations, we propose a method to supplement exist-
ing LMS motivational messages with numerous motivational
messages from peers, teachers, and role models that are
widely available on social networks.

While some messages increase students’ motivation, other
messages undermine it [4]. Thus it is crucial to be able to
determine which messages are which. Conceptual motivation
models [5] provide many answers, but how these models
could be translated into a programmatic implementation (re-
quired by e-Learning systems) remains unclear. To overcome
this, instead of taking a traditional top-down approach (as
conceptual models do), we propose taking a bottom-up, data-
driven approach. We accomplish this by first constructing
a large-scale corpus of 100,000 messages (Section II). We
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Abstract: The authors generated 316,250 entire distributions of IrisCode impostor scores, each distribution obtained by
comparing one iris against hundreds of thousands of others in a database including persons spanning 152 nationalities.
Altogether 100 billion iris comparisons were performed in this study. The purpose was to evaluate whether, in the tradition
of Doddington’s Zoo, some individuals are inherently more prone than most to generate iris false matches, while others
are inherently less prone. With the standard score normalisation disabled, a detailed inter-quantile analysis showed that
meaningful deviations from a universal impostors distribution occur only for individual distributions that are highly extreme
in both their mean and their standard deviation, and which appear to make up <1% of the population. In general, when
different persons are compared, the IrisCode produces relatively constant dissimilarity distances having an invariant narrow
distribution, thanks to the large entropy which lies at the heart of this biometric modality. The authors discuss the
implications of these findings and their caveats for various search strategies, including ‘1-to-first’ and ‘1-to-many’ iris matching.

1 Introduction

The well-known ‘birthday problem’ asks how large a group of people
must be assembled, chosen randomly, before it becomes more likely
than not that at least one pair of them have the same birthday. It is
easy to calculate that this occurs once there are at least N = 23
persons. There exists an analogous ‘biometric birthday problem’: for
a given similarity threshold yielding some specified false match rate
(FMR) for single comparisons, how many different persons must a
database contain before it becomes likelier than not that there is at
least one biometric collision? Weak biometric technologies such as
face recognition are usually tested and operated at the very
undemanding criterion of FMR= 0.001, which means that any
given pair of random persons have probability 0.999 of not being
matched to each other. Since N persons make N(N–1)/2 possible
pairings, a biometric collision becomes likelier than not when
(0.999)N(N−1)/2 < 0.5 and this occurs when there are just N = 38 or
more persons. Consider, for example, the picture gallery of readily
confusable yet unrelated persons presented as ‘doppelgänger’ pairs
in [1]. Indeed, to a human observer, the doppelgängers may even
appear more similar to each other than individuals typically
resemble themselves after changes of pose, expression, illumination
geometry, or age. This paper investigates: (i) why, in contrast, there
is a safe and fairly constant dissimilarity distance whenever different
irises are compared, a property obviously beneficial for biometric
collision avoidance; (ii) whether the relatively narrow distribution of
such scores has a universal form; (iii) the limits to the invariance of
this distribution; (iv) implications for search strategies, including
‘1-to-many’ and ‘1-to-first’; and (v) whether any evidence can be
found for iris doppelgängers.

These questions are important because an invariant impostors
distribution is, or would be, highly advantageous for any biometric
modality. It means that a given dissimilarity score threshold can be
immediately translated into a false match probability and a
confidence level, calculated as the cumulative below that score
threshold under the universal impostors probability distribution for
that modality, regardless of who generates the scores. It also
allows straightforward extrapolation from a single-comparison
False Match probability given some score, to the net error
probability if the score was observed only after searching a large
database that may be of national scale (as is now done daily in

India with enrolment underway of all 1.2 billion citizens [2] within
3 years). Thus, the number of alternative iris comparisons that are
made, before a given best match is encountered, can be taken into
account in its interpretation. Finally, if a given biometric modality
cannot assume a universal impostors distribution, then any
observed similarity score must be further qualified by whether the
subject is the type of person who has many doppelgängers, or few.

2 Methods and database

We generated 316,250 entire distributions of ‘impostor’ (i.e. different
eye) iris dissimilarity scores for detailed inter-quantile analysis and
comparison, using a large database including persons of 152
nationalities. Each of these distributions was obtained by comparing
one eye against a gallery of several hundred thousand others.
Statistics harvested from these distributions enabled us to order them
according to distributional properties and to perform inter-quantile
analyses, answering questions such as: ‘How different are the
impostors distributions whose means (or whose standard deviations,
henceforth ‘stnd-devs’) are in the uppermost 99.99th percentile when
compared with those in the lowest 0.01th percentile? In such metrics,
how different are the top 20 distributions, and the lowest 20
distributions, from the canonical impostors distribution? How large
are the effects of those differences on the FMR at a given decision
threshold?’ We address such questions both with the standard score
normalisation, and with none.

The database, which has been described in detail already [3], was
acquired by the United Arab Emirates (UAE) border-crossing
security system based on iris recognition, launched in 2001 and
deployed now at all 35 air, land, and sea ports of entry. Most
persons who reside and work in the UAE – more than 85% – are
not UAE nationals but foreign nationals. All who must apply for a
visa to reside in the country are compared exhaustively against a
‘negative watch-list’ of persons deemed dangerous, or who have
been expelled previously, or who have been denied entry for
various reasons including security concerns, travelling under false
documents, or work permit violations. An ‘expellee’ database of
iris patterns were encoded as IrisCodes from persons who were
expelled under an amnesty program, for the purpose of controlling
re-entry. Actual images are not available, and we cannot be certain
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Some naming history

1936 Computing Laboratory
Computer Laboratory vs Calculating Laboratory

1937 Mathematical Laboratory

1953 Diploma in Numerical Analysis and Automatic Computing

1965 Diploma → Diploma in Computer Science

1970 Mathematical Laboratory → Computer Laboratory

1970 University Computing Service established

1971 Computer Sciences Tripos (one-year course)

1978 Computer Science Tripos (two-year course)

2001 University Computing Service now a separate department

2004 New HoD Andy Hopper: change name of the department?

2006 Faculty of Computer Science and Technology created

201? Department of . . . ?
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Online branding – 1997
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Online branding – 1998
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Online branding – 2002
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Online branding – 2004
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Online branding – 2006
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Online branding – 2010
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Faculty of Computer Science and Technology

I Created in 2006

I Syndicate → Faculty Board

I A purely-internal administrative layer,
to better keep the department at arm’s length from central bodies

I Named to reflect the beyond-Computer-Science ethos reflected in
Andy’s web front-page blurb

I Could take up additional departments in future
(e.g., if “Information Engineering” Division F wanted to become a
department separate from Engineering)

I Added to web front page in 2010
(simply because there was a place reserved for a sub-title of the
organization in the new University web house-style template)

I Increasingly used by some in publications and publicity materials

I Was never intended to be the name of our department

I Long (42 characters!)
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Oxford faced the same problem

1957 Oxford University Computing Laboratory

2011 Department of Computer Science, University of Oxford
comlab.ox.ac.uk → cs.ox.ac.uk

1997:
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2011 Department of Computer Science, University of Oxford
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2010:
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Other examples of “Laboratory” in Cambridge

Some others set up in the 19th or early 20th century have since changed:

I Cavendish Laboratory → Department of Physics

I Physiological Laboratory → Department of Physiology

“Laboratory” can still refer to

I building(s) (Zoological Laboratory)

I a sub-organization of a department
(Whittle Laboratory, Statistical Laboratory, Godwin Laboratory)

I a separate organization
(Sainsbury Laboratory, MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology)
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Some candidate names

I Department of Computer Science

I Department of Computer Science and Engineering

I Department of Computer Science and Technology

I Department of Informatics

We should certainly keep “Computer Laboratory” prominently as both
the historic name as well as related informal nick names (Computer Lab,
the Lab, CL), for continuity and convenience. Physics do the same.
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Computer Science vs Informatics

I King’s College London – Department of Informatics
(2010 merged CS, Bioinformatics, Robotics and Telecoms dept.)

I University of Sussex – Department of Informatics

I University of Edinburgh – School of Informatics

I Information + Automatics/Mathematics = Informatics

I What Computer Science is called in German (Informatik), French
(Informatique), Italian (Informatica), Dutch (Informatica), Polish
(Informatyka), Estonian (Informaatica), Portuguese (Informatica),
Romanian (Informatica), Russian, etc.

I Originally not adopted by English-speaking academic departments
because “Informatics” was a registered trademark in the U.S.

I In English, “Informatics” may today have a slightly different, more
multi-disciplinary or application-oriented meaning beyond Computer
Science, see “medical informatics” and “bioinformatics”.

I “Department of Informatics” very popular candidate with some
members of the department, but no history of use here.
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Stylistic considerations

I Long-winded names are typographically awkward

I Department of Computer Science = 30 characters

I Postal address (ISO 11180):

• should fit into 1-inch by 3-inch (25 mm × 76 mm) window

• 10 cpi 6 lpi typewriter font: max 6 lines, 30 characters each

Prof. Andy Hopper

Department of Computer Science

University of Cambridge

15 JJ Thomson Avenue

Cambridge CB3 0FD

UNITED KINGDOM

• slightly longer lines possible with proportional font
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Stylistic considerations

Longer names usually occupy two lines:

Department of Computer Science

and Technology

30 characters wide

Department of Computer

Science and Technology

22 characters wide

Department of

Computer Science and Technology

31 characters wide
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Computer Laboratory

Department of Computer Science

Department of Computer Science and Technology

Department of Informatics
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Department of Computer
Science and Technology

Department of
Computer Science and Technology

Department of Computer Science
and Technology
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Acronym and domain name

I DCST, DoCS, DoCST, DoCSaT, . . . ?

I CST is already widely used for Computer Science Tripos

I DNS domains cs.cam.ac.uk, cse.cam.ac.uk, cst.cam.ac.uk,
and inf.cam.ac.uk seem all still available

I A change would eliminate the cl vs c1 confusion risk in serif fonts

I old URLs and email addresses can easily be redirected

I Complete migration from cl may be disruptive and labour intensive

I Why not keep cl.cam.ac.uk if we continue to advertise
“Computer Laboratory” as a nickname for the department?

Other namespaces in which “cl” appears:

I Computer Laboratory Technical Report number UCAM-CL-TR-xxx

I cl-*@lists.cam.ac.uk mailing lists

I https://wiki.cam.ac.uk/cl-*/ wikis

I cl-* Linux tools/packages, Kerberos realm, Lookup groups, . . .
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